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Responding to Gaia’s urgent call to restore balance,

RED LODGE

is

building community and connection
empowering and recharging spiritual and social justice leaders
co-creating a new paradigm for positive change

From the heart, from the hearth of Red Lodge
by Mary G.L. Shackelford, chair
Changing times here – in my life and in Red Lodge. Exciting - happy blessings on all fronts. Big gratitude!
On our last Lodgekeeper Call, I was moved to hear
several sisters speak of their recent moontimes coinciding with the full moon. Brings a flood of memories of
what that was for me: the full and tempestuous days of
bleeding, emptying such ripeness, exhaustion, emotion,
relief - and the recognition that it’s been a long time.
A wash of awareness floods in that I am considerably
older – and with it a sense of great joy to be present to
witness the young ones stepping in, stepping up.
I am so grateful; feel it to be such an honor to sit in circle
with young women on fire and passionate about the work
of Red Lodge – the five other Lodgekeepers and Amy (membership coordinator) and Chelsea (new communications director) – as we make the transition into the second decade.
WOW! What happened?
Yes, it has been nip and tuck. More than once in the last year, I’ve wondered if it’s time to explore conscious
closure for Red Lodge. Now, the young ones are coming on strong! I am now sitting in the midst of a creative,
capable leadership team with energy that clicks and commitment to ignite the passion of joyful warriors
sharing woman’s way to foment change in ourselves, our communities and our world. Momentum is building
again, and we’re getting ORGANIZED! Whoosh…..
And as the wings opened years ago by those 77 wild geese who launched WWRL spread wide in 2015 to
reinvigorate and propel Red Lodge onward, we are assured of continuity into 2016! Appearing on the horizon
with new energy, excitement, willingness and inspiration, Gina Marie Byars steps up as incoming chair of the
Red Lodge Board of Trustees. And it’s right timing for Grace Peterson, who has dreamed of joining the Lodgekeeper Circle, to step into service as next year’s treasurer.
We’ll do a proper introduction of these creative, talented and variously experienced women in the June Hearth
Letter. They are both long time Red Lodge members and active leaders in the blossoming energy of Red Lodge
activities in Arizona. Gina is a founding member of the Flagstaff Hoop (heading into its 7th cycle!), and Grace is a
long-standing member and current facilitator. Their willingness to speak up now for these roles is a crucial bridge
that allows and inspires us to plan for Red Lodge’s future.
May the love we’re sharing spread its wings.
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We are being called to organize. Chelsea will help...
I am beyond thrilled to introduce Chelsea Byers as WWRL’s new Communications Director. An activist committed
to social and global change, Chelsea is experienced with organizational planning, development, outreach and
fundraising. She designs and creates promotional materials, cultivates and manages social media presence
and is one of the best organizers of social justice energies I have ever known, having mobilized the largest voter
turnout ever when she lived in Flagstaff! I am excited about the coalition building that is sure to happen as she
walks the 15 pillars of WWRL as a part of our leadership team. -- Madrone

I

t is with sincere joy and excitement that I join the circle as the new
Communications Director, helping to move the wheel forward for
WWRL. I am honored to serve and support in this capacity.

I come with five years’ experience supporting grassroots movements from anti-war to women’s rights to education. My work
with CODEPINK and the anti-war movement led me to take the
bullhorn at marches, organize countless rallies and teach-ins, and
put my body on the line for justice. My experience organizing students in Arizona and then directing the Coconino County Democratic Party through the 2014 midterm elections brought valuable
insights. My time now with Beautiful Trouble is focused on creating training programs to deliver skill and education-based workshops on creative nonviolent direct action to frontline organizers
and activists. These experiences have clearly defined my role as a
social justice warrior and have given me an incredible outlet to develop a powerful toolbox of skills of my own.
I have been lucky to work to support communities I care for deeply; Woman’s Way Red Lodge is no exception. I
am in total awe and admiration for this organization and the incredible group of people that sustains it. WWRL
serves a critical role by working to nourish the lively and passionate social justice warrior spirit. This mission
speaks loudly and clearly to my heart, and I am grateful for the people who heed the call.
A note on being ‘the new gal’: It’s sometimes nerve wracking to be new to an organization, but this group has
made me feel welcomed and supported. It is clear that everyone embodies the spirit of this organization. I am
grateful for the support and kindness that has been extended to me by everyone.
I would be remiss if I didn’t give a huge thanks to Shimmerlee and Madrone. These women have worked really
hard and taken a lot of time to help me get up to speed with WWRL history so we can pull together a fabulous
communications plan as we transition into the next decade. We have set forth an exciting communications
strategy that will engage, inspire and invigorate our Red Lodge community of joyful warriors. This strategy aims
to create healing spaces through the cultivation and development of a supportive online community while
exploring the creativity and the joyful warrior spirit that lives in us all. This plan will begin to manifest itself
over the next few weeks - be sure you stay connected to WWRL on Facebook and sign up to receive our CoCo
announcements! (I wouldn’t be a good Communications Director if I didn’t mention this.)
I am excited for what lies ahead in the next few months and opportunities in store beyond! If you have any
ideas or offerings of support, you can reach me at chelsea@wwrl.org
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Help us hone our new purpose.
Responding to an urgent call to restore balance,
we build community and connection in safe
and healing spaces for discovering, growing and
sustaining the joyful warrior within each of us.
We empower and recharge spiritual and social
justice leaders from all walks of life to collaborate creatively so that we joyfully contribute
to learning and sustaining a new paradigm for
positive change in our communities.

Send ideas and reflections to chair@wwrl.org
We appreciate your support!
We send out a heartfelt welcome to
two new Lodge Sisters
hailing from Flagstaff, AZ and Tacoma, WA
We are very happy to welcome our new
Support Circle member
from Flagstaff, AZ

Your membership nurtures Red Lodge.
Click here to join.

Click here to renew.

Click here to donate.
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Sunday, March 22 at Burton Hill
Open House Meet + Greet with Chelsea Byers
New Red Lodge Communications Director

Potluck, Sunday March 22, 4-6 PM, Burton Hill, Vashon Island.
Join us to give a warm Red Lodge welcome to Chelsea Byers.
An Arizona native, Chelsea now resides in Playa Vista, CA
with her partner and their beloved house rabbit, Eleanor.
She’s flying in to talk about and bring energy to new
directions and new momentum in WWRL.

Followed by Open Circle in the Moonlodge
6:30-7:30 PM facilitated by Aspen
for women

RSVP to chair@wwrl.org
for more info + driving directions, email: chair@wwrl.org
for discounted ferry tickets, email: tovashon@wwrl.org

T

WWRL Financial Summary

en thousand thank yous to our HONORED TREASURER, Aspen Stone,
for keeping our financial records, handling the work of paying bills,
filing taxes and other reports, and keeping our Red Lodge and Long
Dance accounts in order. Thank you to ALL our members, supporters
and donors; with special thanks for the continuing support from the
Long Dance community. In 2015, we continue to appreciate the services
of Amy Morrison who now coordinates membership and the film series.
And we have hired Chelsea Byers as our new Communications Director.

2014 BUDGET/ACTUAL INCOME
2014 BUDGET/ACTUAL EXPENSES
2014 BUDGET/ACTUAL NET 		

$25,925/$20,771
$21,995/$22,898
$3930/<-$2127>

2015 BUDGET INCOME = $20,950 2015 BUDGET EXPENSE = $15,885
			
PREDICTED NET = $5095
		
CASH ASSETS GOING INTO 2015 = $10,729
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WWRL Women’s Film Series nominated for Vashon Oscar
Amy Morrison, Women’s Film Series Coordinator

R

ed Lodge was delighted to learn that we were nominated for a Vashon
Oscar for our 2013 film screening at the Vashon Theatre of Miss Representation, a compelling exploration and critique of our mainstream media’s
consistent portrayals of women in limited and disparaging ways.
Our Women’s Film Series continues with two documentary film screenings
this spring, and a couple more planned for fall. On March 24 we’ll show
Daughters of the Niger Delta at the Vashon Theatre (see box). Additionally,
Sarah Blum and Barbara Krulich are arranging a May showing of The Invisible
War on the Evergreen College campus (date and location TBA).

Titles arranged for fall screenings are The Mask You Live In -- a documentary following “boys and young men
as they struggle to stay true to themselves while negotiating America’s narrow definition of masculinity” and
Hunting Ground -- about the growing problem of rape on college campuses. Our film events help bring awareness to important issues, as well as to the work of Red Lodge. They also introduce newcomers to Red Lodge
and help deepen connections. On Vashon, we have found that a post-film discussion is crucial for helping viewers process what they’ve seen and integrating it with their own experiences, thoughts and action.
In this vein, Vashon Islander Kirsten Gagnaire, the founder and director of the Mobile Alliance for Maternal Action
(MAMA), will speak after Daughters of the Niger Delta about women’s empowerment through health education
and on-the-ground realities for women’s rights in the Niger Delta, a region to which she often travels for work.
At the The Invisible War screening, Sarah Blum will talk about her work helping women in the military speak out
against sexual abuse in the military and what we can do to ensure safety for our women and men in uniform.
We currently have the following titles available for showing: Money & Life, FEMME, Half the Sky, The Invisible
War, and Daughters of the Niger Delta. If you would like to screen a film in your community – whether at your
local library, someone’s living room, a college campus or local movie house – contact Amy to make arrangements.
This is an easy way to introduce people to Red Lodge and get them plugged
in to offerings like the Virtual Hoop, Hearth Letter, drum circles and more.

Next Up: Daughters of the Niger Delta
Tuesday, March 24, 6 PM, Vashon Theatre

Stories about life
in the Delta
filmed and told by
women who live there
Post-film discussion led by Islander Kirsten Gagnaire
sharing her experiences in the Delta and the work of MAMA,
the nonprofit she founded & directs.
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Seasonal Festivities in Flagstaff
DRUMMING INTO THE SEASONS
SAT MARCH 29, 3:30-5:30 PM
Join us at Tranzend
BELTANE CELEBRATION
SAT MAY 16
Dance around the Maypole and play the drums
Join us at Buffalo Park
DRUMMING INTO THE SEASONS
SAT JUNE 20
Drum with Zendaya to celebrate the light
Watch for more info!
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24-hour drumming vigil to honor Gaia

Families celebrate Summer Solstice on Vashon Island

C

ome join us to honor the Earth on the longest day of the
year! All ages are welcome. The sacred fire will be lit at
noon on Saturday, June 20. Drumming will begin as children
and families call us together for the opening ceremony. Buffalo
Heart, the Red Lodge community drum, will hold the heartbeat
for the 24-hour vigil. Other medicine drums are welcome too!
A ritual sweat lodge for women and men is offered on Saturday
afternoon. Bring veggies to contribute to Stone Soup which will
follow the conclusion of the sweat lodge ceremony.

Susan Pitiger and Sharon Hines-Pinion, initiated Crones and
members of Woman’s Way Red Lodge, are co-facilitators for this year’s summer celebration. They are excited
to take on this role which gives them the opportunity to share their wisdom with the community.
A woven Spirit House will hold our prayers and intentions to bless the land, the water and the air. Materials will
be available to make prayer bundles for the Spirit House. The Spirit House will soak up our songs, drumming
and prayers. At the conclusion of the Solstice Ceremony, we will send her off into Quartermaster Harbor to
carry our special intentions for the healing of our Island waters.

Solstice Celebration

SAVE THE DATE

JUNE 20/21

VASHON ISLAND

noon to noon
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Weaving The Hoop That Connects - 2015 Hoops flourish
Erin McCusker, WWRL hoop coordinator

A

service project for Woman’s Way Red Lodge, Weaving The Hoop That Connects – Hoop – is a beloved
way of sharing woman’s way in the world, empowering
leaders and building joyful relationships in community.
In 2015, Hoops are continuing this work and growing
connections in communities around the country. As the
Hoops continue, the original facilitators are holding space
as mentors and coordinators, and the participants are
stepping up to lead rituals and facilitate the gatherings.
In Arizona, the Flagstaff Hoop is just finishing their fifth
cycle with gatherings in March and April. The women
begin their sixth cycle in August!! Grace and Kori are
facilitating this year with Madrone mentoring.

The Three Rivers Hoop in Vermont is starting their fifth cycle. Sharma coordinates this Hoop with women stepping up to facilitate on their own or in pairs. Eleven women will gather in sacred space this year from March
through November one Sunday each month.
The Pikes Peak Hoop in Colorado is beginning their third cycle. They welcome two new women this year and
have meetings planned for nine months. Of course, the weather in their neck of the woods dictates whether
they can gather or not! They meet on the first Wednesday of the month beginning in March and ending in December. Doris, Dawn and Kathy continue to lead this Hoop.
The South Seattle Hoop in Washington begins their second year with great excitement. Jodi Ann and Genie
continue to facilitate this cycle. SSH meets monthly on Tuesdays, beginning March 17.
The Essential Hoop which is held by conference call is continuing into its second year. This Hoop is open to
anyone, anywhere! It’s a wonderful space for people in communities where an in-person Hoop is not currently
organized. Serena facilitates this Hoop with support from Shimmer Lee, Erin, Christian and Kimber.
Organizers are contemplating Hoops in several other communities – Olympia, WA, Cambria, CA and Pendleton,
OR, to name a few. WWRL members are also dreaming of a full moon Hoop open to all in Flagstaff, AZ. If you
are interested in holding a Hoop in your community, please get in touch with me at weavinghoops@wwrl.org.

Give yourself the gift of Red Lodge
JOIN

DONATE
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Hoop coordinators, facilitators and leaders: join to
connect and recharge with facilitator hoop gatherings

L

ooking for a community in which to recharge, connect and
be inspired? Join other Hoop leaders by conference call to
be nurtured, supported and to enhance your woman’s way
Spirit Toolbox. Connect with other Woman’s Way Red Lodge
leaders in sacred space and be nourished and re-energized!

As the wheel turns, we will get together seven times this year
near the time of Spring Equinox, Beltane, Summer Solstice,
Lammas, Fall Equinox, Samhain and Winter Solstice. Each gathering will focus on the season and highlight a WWRL member’s
story. Guests will share their stories and heart-centered learning. Hoop leaders will share their stories, as well as tell about
their Hoop activities, share ideas and ask questions of each other.
The first gathering will be held by conference call on Sunday, March 22, 1-2:30 PM Pacific. We will celebrate the
balancing of light and dark and the airy breezes of Spring inspiration!

Dial in – 1-302-202-1110
Conference Call Code – 968568
Questions? Contact weavinghoops@wwrl.org

Spring Gatherings on Vashon Island
TUESDAY, MARCH 24, 6 PM, Vashon Theatre
Daughters of the Niger Delta
SAT/SUN MAY 30/31
Sweatlodge Workparty, Burton Hill
SAT/SUN JUNE 20/21
Family Solstice Celebration, Burton Hill
2ND FRIDAYS, 7 PM - Vashon Drum Circle
4TH SUNDAYS, 6:30 PM - Open Circle Moonlodge (for women)
WEDNESDAYS - Co-ed Sweatlodge (by arrangement)
Email motherdrum@wwrl.org for info
Email tovashon@wwrl.org for discounted ferry tickets
Woman’s Way Red Lodge								
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from the Essential Hoop gathering in February

The rising energy of Imbolc – what seeds desire planting?
Erin McCusker

Y

ou are warm and comfortable in a dark place – the cave. You are wrapped in soft blankets and quilts. You
have been dreaming, dreaming, dreaming through this winter of the year.

Something calls you to awaken –
you surface through your dreaming, your
resting, to consciousness.
You emerge from the cave to a bright day – the
browns, grays and whites of the land contrast with
the blue sky and bright sun. You walk out onto ground
that is thawing. Everywhere you turn, you see trees
budding, bulbs bursting through the ground and soil
that is rich and dark and freshly turned.
Inhale the dark, earthy scent.
What will you plant this Spring to bring to fruition during the turning of the year? Plant these seeds in the
turned Earth, cover them gently, sending loving, nurturing energy.
When you are finished, slowly return to the cave where you were resting. Cuddle into your blankets, rest
comfortably as Winter turns to Spring.

from the Essential Hoop gathering in March

Emerging into spring energy
Serena Davidson, Essential Hoop facilitator

O

n March 4, the Essential Hoop met on the phone for a lively and
nourishing discussion on the theme of Nurturing Emergence. We
joined each other in a visualization that brought us together in a hot
spring mud bath as we floated the talking bowl to each other in our
sharing circle. We shared deeply from our hearts as members of every
Red Lodge hoop are accustomed to doing together in sacred space. The
theme of our call brought up soul stirring sunshine and plants bursting
forth from the ground early in the year as we also feel the quickening of
springtime in our own bodies calling us toward the active and light part
of the years wheel.

We warmly invite you to join us in this sacred space each month. It is a free offering, and you are welcome to
donate a contribution to WWRL as you are able. The next call will be April 1 as we meet on the first Wednesday of each month at 7:15 PM for an hour and a half of sacred space on the phone. All ages and genders are
encouraged to join in the Essential Hoop which is open to all friends, supporters and members of Red Lodge.
Woman’s Way Red Lodge								
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Towards sustainability: thinking through our buying habits
WHAT WE DO MATTERS!

I

Maraiah Lynn Nadeau

really wish I could feel a clear conscience about sustainablity. It’s one of the Red Lodge guiding principles, and
I do try. I compost, grow food, eat mostly organic, vegetarian and local. I recycle. I get many goods second
hand. I take maybe a third of the airplane trips I’d take without environmental considerations. I read labels,
darn socks, sign petitions against GMOs and oil fracking.
And it’s really not enough. Sustainable means we could keep doing this and the environment wouldn’t degrade
any further, and might even recover some. And what nearly all of us are doing doesn’t cut it. I drive a gasoline
car. (And what is the embodied energy even in a new electric car?) I do sometimes travel by air. My computer
has components from all over the globe, some of them toxic to those who work with them. I’m not ready to
go back to a manual typewriter and horse and buggy. But I hope I can at least do more to make a difference. I
share my thoughts in the hope that it might help you, too, to think this through.
First, I must face the information. Especially when it conflicts with my convenience! It’s so very easy to order
stuff from Amazon. But I learn that much of Amazon’s stock comes from vast warehouses with horrible labor
practices. In Mother Jones magazine, February 2012, a writer went undercover and got a job at such a “fulfillment center.” Her first-hand observations paint almost slave-like conditions, wringing stressful quotas from
exhausted workers who are ordered around, and fired frequently. I thought at least it was OK that I ordered
books from Amazon, because it named the sellers as various individual bookstores. I figured I was supporting
small businesses in this way. But no: recent Lowdown newsletters detail how Amazon forces small booksellers
to accept such drastically low payment for their books that many have gone out of business.
I love almond butter, and it’s highly nutritious. Yet the burgeoning profitability of almond production is wreaking havoc on California’s ecology. Almond orchards need vast amounts of water. With more and more land
being converted to almond growing, the water table is being sucked dry.
Mostly I buy organic sugar. But ordinary white sugar looks nice, is fine grained and costs a lot less. I sometimes

--- MORE
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bought it, till I learned that on Maui, for example, corporate sugar farming is an environmental nightmare. Not
only are the crops doused with chemicals, but a regular part of each growing cycle is burning the fields -- complete with plastic accessories, pesticides and other chemicals -- spewing a toxic smoke plume into the island air
for months of each year. I don’t buy white sugar anymore.
I looked in my trash can. Literally. What did I throw away? How could I waste less, buy less packaging? I
switched to refilling my bottles of dish and laundry soap at the Co-op, buying maple syrup and vegetable oil in
bulk. It’s probably time to look again.
I feel compelled to find some sort of balance between my convenience and my conscience. I still drive, eat
almond butter, and (even) buy something from Amazon now and then. But I carpool when I can, buy less
imported produce, get Fair Trade organic coffee and chocolate. Buying online, I first look around to see if I can
purchase direct from a company like Lehman’s or Duluth or some specialty store. I tilt towards products made
closer to home than China. I pay an extra dollar for eggs from a farm where the chickens have room to move.
Is it enough? It doesn’t yet feel like enough to me.

WHAT WE DO MATTERS!
Each of us must make our own choices. But the clock is ticking -- with 150 more species gone extinct each day,
with global warming, ocean acidification, corporate greed spinning out of control. In our own ways, each of us
must up the ante. Learn more. Do more. Raise some hell with corporations and government agencies. Somehow. What can YOU do differently? How can WE reach out to each other and experience our connectedness
and find courage and creativity and strength to do all we can?

Upcoming Red Lodge Gatherings

Sun, March 22		
Sun, March 22		
Sun, March 22		
Tu, March 24		
Sat, March 29		
Wed, April 1		
Wed, April 1		
Fri, April 10		
Fri, April 10		
Sun, April 12		
Sun, April 19		
Sun, April 26		
Sat, May 16		
Sat/Sun, May 30/31
Sat, June 20		
Sat/Sun, June 20/21

Open House/Meet&Greet Chelsea, Vashon Island
Open Circle Moonlodge, Vashon Island (monthly for women)
Hoop Facilitators Call, 1-2:30 PM (see info p. 10)
Daughters of Niger Delta film screening, Vashon Island
Drumming Into The Seasons, Flagstaff
Essential Hoop conference call (monthly)
Pikes Peak Hoop, Colorado Springs (monthly for women)
Olympia Women’s Drum Circle, Olympia (monthly for women)
Vashon Drum Circle, Vashon Island (monthly)
3 Rivers Hoop, St. Johnsbury (monthly for women)
Flagstaff Hoop, Flagstaff (resuming monthly in August for women)
Open Circle Moonlodge, Vashon Island (monthly for women)
Beltane Celebration, Flagstaff
Sweatlodge Work Party, Vashon Island
Drumming Into The Seasons, Flagstaff
Solstice Ceremony & 24-hour Drumming, Vashon Island
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Wise women initiated in Red Lodge-sponsored ceremony
Kristina Turner

O

n a glorious, blossom-scented Sunday in early March, Red Lodge sponsored a
beautiful rite-of-passage gathering on Vashon Island. Family and friends came
together to celebrate three radiant, wise and wondrous women becoming savvy
grandmas, aunties, crones, elders, keepers of wisdom for the next generations.
Heartfelt congratulations to Bonnie Cleverdon, Annette Geoghegan and Nancy
Eister as you sachay into your wisdom sharing years!

13 Moons Journey is a WWRL sponsored program that gathers a new circle of
women each year to adventure together beyond menopause into a fertile playground where each woman can explore and integrate her unique life story. We
adventure in consciousness, learning how to release the past, savor the present
and support each other sharing our essence gifts.

An experienced guide for
women’s transformational
journeys, KRISTINA TURNER is
one of the founders of WWRL
and a Certified Hendricks
Coach. She co-facilitates 13
Moons Journey in 2015 with
Susan Pitiger, Sandy Crawford
and Carol Wilcox.

Shifting the cultural
story about women
and aging, we meet
to awaken our full,
embodied potential,
so we can leave a
legacy of soul-centered living to inspire coming
generations.

Women Adventuring Beyond Menopause…..
Imagine savoring time and space to creatively review your
amazing life! 13 Moons Journey gathers a circle of women
to adventure into a fertile playground together so that each
woman can explore and integrate her unique life story.
LOVE YOURSELF and EXPAND YOUR CIRCLE OF LOVING
SUPPORT. Shift the cultural story of women and aging.
Join our one-Sunday-afternoon-a-month women’s circle
and grow your vibrant aliveness with guided journeys, art
projects and body-centered Hendricks tools.
Wise Woman Ceremony, a wonderful rite-of-passage, crowns
our year-long journey. Come celebrate wholeness as a wise
grandmother, auntie, crone or elder in community!

BEGINS SUNDAY, MARCH 29
1-4:30 PM on Vashon Island

This journey begins by imagining our choice to
come to Earth and live this life the fullest. Each
month we revisit a different stage of life, gathering the inner gold that turns to wisdom. We
have a whole lot of fun transforming memories
into creative expression, stretching our intuitive
powers and learning who we are now as we:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Befriend feelings
Stir up vitality
Amuse and delight ourselves
Complete what was then & embrace
what’s now
Celebrate new choices
Welcome flow
Connect with nature alliances
Love ourselves more than we ever
thought possible
Treasure our wholeness

REGISTER and learn more at 13moonsjourney.com
Woman’s Way Red Lodge								
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Families, friends, children and elders gathered on Vashon Island to witness and celebrate the wise woman initiation ceremony for
Annette Geoghegan, Nancy Eister and Bonnie Cleverdon (front) at the conclusion of their 13 Moons Journey this year. After women
and their guides met in the Moonlodge, they were served lunch and then came before the community to share a gem of their learning and growth and make a commitment of service as a new elder. Many Red Lodge members and supporters helped with the ritual
including the Red Lodge community drum, Buffalo Heart. All shared in creating the joyful and heart- connecting gathering.
CONTINUED from previous page

Our grateful chorus at journey’s end is: “It takes a village!” Big hugs and thanks to everyone who volunteered
to co-create sacred beauty, nourishment, drumming, singing, welcome and honoring for our beautiful women
of wisdom and wonder.

On Sunday, March 29, 1 to 4:30 PM, on Vashon Island, we are excited to begin our next
13 Moons Journey with women adventuring beyond menopause. We’re tickled that
our dancing octogenarian, Carol Wilcox, will join Kristina Turner, Susan Pitiger and
Sandy Crawford on our leadership team.
To download a flyer to share with friends, click here.
To learn more and register, visit www.13moonsjourney.com
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Seattle U panel explores women’s way of knowing
Mary Mitchell, WWRL member and Seattle University divinity student

I

s there a connection between listening – in particular, deep listening – and direct inner knowing of Spirit?
Is this quality of approach to the Divine particularly feminine? If so, does this unite us as women, regardless of any faith or spiritual tradition we come from? These were some of the questions put to members of
an interfaith women’s panel on Tuesday, February 17 at Seattle University’s School of Theology and Ministry. Five wise women from different faith and spiritual traditions…including WWRL’s own Kristina Turner…
gathered at a lunchtime panel discussion titled Women’s Way of Knowing. In addition to Kristina, the four
panelists included the Rev. Dr. Guo Cheen, from the Compassion Network and Buddhist Center of Seattle,
Oraib Khalifa, from the Muslim Association of Puget Sound, and Dr. Erica Martin, Seattle University Professor of Hebrew Scriptures. The Rev. Karen Lindquist, co-founder of the Interfaith Community Sanctuary,
served as moderator.
This gathering was a dream I had for several years and was finally able to pull together as part of my program of Transformational Leadership at Seattle U. Hopeful that the vision of the power of women would
shine above the differences we might initially perceive as people from different traditions and cultures, I
organized the gathering with the help of several key people. Being both a student at the School of Theology and Ministry and a member of Woman’s Way Red Lodge puts me in a unique position to act as a bridge,
and I hoped that we would find common ground by sitting down together to talk freely. Although a panel
discussion in a university setting is, by nature, rather formal, the room was dressed with colorful fabrics
and flowers, and tea and cookies were served. After all, HOW a meeting happens is as much “woman’s
way” as what is discussed…something which WWRL members already know!
Reverend Karen Lindquist, the moderator, brought everyone together with an invocation of our connection with all Beings in the great Net of Indra. After this warm up…and it did warm the room…Kristina spoke
about her experience reclaiming her own wildness and freedom, in spite of the fear which surrounds these
qualities for us as women. The spirit of Red Lodge was in the room! Then Kristina led a guided meditation
accompanied by a heartbeat on the hand drum. Not the usual way in which meetings at SU take place, but
this was not a usual event. The room opened and warmed even more.
The other three panel members spoke about their experience as women within their own faith traditions;
Islam, Judaism and Buddhism. A few kernels from the discussion: Oraib Kalifa talked about the way in
which respectful sacred language is taught in Islam from an early age. Dr. Martin discussed the lighting of
the Shabbos candles – which is only done by women – as an example of deep listening, waiting to know
intuitively the exact moment of dusk. Responding to a question about women who have never given birth,
Rev. Guo Cheen offered a meditation practice of choosing a person you don’t know and seeing them as the
baby they once were, allowing love and compassion for that baby to totally fill the heart.
There was a palpable sense of wholeness and connection by the time we ended. Rev. Lindquist held us in
silence, letting us drink this in before releasing us back to daily life…and the memory of that sweetness is
strong. It reminds me of my new favorite saying: “We change the world one room at a time. This room, today, becomes an example of the future we want to create. There is no need to wait for the future.” (Peter
Block, Community, Structure of Belonging)
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